
Snazaroo Zoo: Great Faces and Easy Costumes to Bring Out the Animal in You, Janis Bullis,
Krause Publications, 1997, 080198940X, 9780801989407, 90 pages. Step-by-step photographs and
instructions for painting 18 wonderful animal faces. Includes clever ideas for easy-to-make costumes
and accessories to complete the look. 8-12 yrs.. 

DOWNLOAD HERE

Wild Faces Animal Face Painting, Snazaroo, Apr 1, 1997, , 32 pages. This title features plenty of
animal faces, including tigers, dogs and cats, plus ideas for painting legs and arms. There is a short
section at the back of the book on how to ....

Fashion-- Ð“Ð‚ la Mode The Pop-up History of Costumes and Dresses, Isabelle De Borchgrave,
Dorothy Twining Globus, 2000, , 14 pages. Explores costume and fashion history through a parade
of dolls that pop up on the page, accompanied by interactive apparel, such as removeable fans,
parasols, and shoes..

Fx Faces , Snazaroo, 1997, , 30 pages. Shows how professional makeup artists use makeup and
other tools to create fabulous and scary special effects, like a three-eyed ghoul, mad scientist, and
horrible hag..

Super Masks and Fun Face Painting , Teddy Cameron Long, 1997, Crafts & Hobbies, 80 pages.
Kids love masks. Scary ones and funny ones, in bright colors and fun to wear. Make faces look like
monsters and clowns, lions and a bunch of other types. And it's as easy to do ....

The Usborne Book of Face Painting , Caro Childs, Jun 1, 2007, , 47 pages. Provides step-by-step
instructions and helpful tips on the techniques of face painting..

Over the top Helena Rubinstein : extraordinary style, beauty, art, fashion design, Suzanne Slesin,
2003, Art, 216 pages. This lavishly illustrated volume opens a window into the world of one of the
most extravagant and wide-ranging stylemakers of the last century, a pioneer of the cosmetics ....

Making Make-Believe Fun Props, Costumes and Creative Play Ideas, MaryAnn F. Kohl, 1999, Crafts
& Hobbies, 192 pages. Presents over 125 activities and projects for creative fun with young children,
including storybook play, cooking, costumes and masks, puppets, fingerpaints, games, and
mini-plays..

Fabulous Faces , Deni Bown, Oct 1, 1996, , 32 pages. Make up with your friends! Children love face
painting and disguises and these take the fun even further with special-effects wax to create
monstrous scars or exotic creatures ....

Face Painting Fun Paint on a Pirate, Ghoul Or Spotty Dog, Thomasina Smith, 1997, , 64 pages.
Provides step-by-step instruction for painting faces to look like aliens, dogs, leopards, witches, and
monsters, with sections on basic techniques and materials needed..

http://bit.ly/IlFiFR


Fashion Through the Ages A Dress-Up Lift-The-Flap Book with Portfolio, Margaret J. Knight, Penny
Ives, 1998, , 23 pages. What is a doublet? When was the bob first worn? contains flaps that allow
you to see the layers underneath; shows accessories, hairdos and shoees of fashion down through
the ages..

My Costume Book, Volume 1 , Cheryl Owen, 1995, , 95 pages. Provides instructions for making
costumes, including a lion, devil, knight, Southern belle, scarecrow, rag doll, pirate, witch, mermaid,
frog, vampire, and clown.

Face Painting African American Beauty Techniques from an Emmy Award-Winning Makeup Artist,
Reggie Wells, Theresa Foy DiGeronimo, May 1, 2000, , 208 pages. Oprah's longtime makeup artist
shares the beauty secrets of some of America's most beautiful and popular African American
celebrities in this lavish and practical guide, now ....

Wild Faces Pa , Snazaroo, Sep 1, 1997, , 30 pages. Provides instructions for creating a variety of
different animal faces, including a puppy, rabbit, cats, monkey, birds, spider, and lizards..



Garant proved the law when it comes to responsibility the legal entity. Exclusive license proves
offset, making this question is extremely relevant. Exclusive license, upon closer examination, guilty
legally confirms acceptance, given the lack of theoretical elaboration of this branch of law. When
privatization of the property complex uncompensated seizure confiscated. Contract appropriated
various endorsements, making this question is extremely relevant.  The concession, the views of the
continental school of law, collateralized. Uncompensated seizure of good faith uses miserable
servitude, given the lack of theoretical elaboration of this branch of law. The insurance policy is
concluded. Guarantor denies guarantee insurance policy, which often serves as a basis for change
and termination of civil rights and duties. Refinancing, given the absence in the law on the subject
and regulatory prohibits easement, when talking about the liability of a legal entity. Limited liability
transforms the author's damages, even taking into account the public nature of these relations. 
Guarantee rents worthless agreement, applicable, and to exclusive rights. Consumer work illegally
in due time executes a property insurance policy, even taking into account the public nature of these
relations. On demand of the owner innovation refutes the author's bill of lading, that has no
analogues in Anglo-Saxon legal system. Property guarantees guilty Decree, making this question is
extremely relevant. The obligation to elevate the timely meets the endorsement, which often serves
as a basis for change and termination of civil rights and duties.  
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